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An Exciting and Enriching Learning Pathway
Good Samaritan Catholic College - Year 10 provides learning and engagement that is
dynamic and supportive. Students explore opportunities to determine and re ne their
life passions and pursue potential aspirations.
Developmentally students in Year 10 are prepared for the challenges of Senior School.
They will participate in subjects and courses that develop their skill sets to see them
succeed as independent, self-directed, motivated learners who engage collaboratively
to produce meaningful and relevant products in their learning.
Students will be challenged to begin making choices about their future pathway
options and determine where their personal strengths, gifts and talents best sit within
the framework of a plan for their post-Year 10 education.
This Guide has been developed to assist Year 9 students and parents with their decision
making for Elective Courses in Year 10. It contains all relevant information pertaining
to curriculum structures and courses that will be offered in 2023.
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Year 10 Curriculum Overview
2023 will see Good Samaritan Catholic College consolidate its core curriculum in Year 10. Core
learning is essential for all students in Year 10 and provides them with the excellent basis they
require for success in Senior School study. Learning in core subjects in Year 10 has the structure
shown below in terms of hours of study per fortnight.

Hrs / FT

Religion

English

Mathematics

Science

Humanities
(1 Semester)

Health / PE
(1 Semester)

5 hrs

8 hrs

7 hrs

7hrs

6 hrs

6 hrs

In Year 10 all students will study a total of eight (8) courses each semester (5 core +
3 elective). The structure of the curriculum offerings for Year 10 for 2022 will be as follows:
Full Year Core Courses (Studied for two full semesters by all students)
Students will study 4 compulsory ‘core’ courses in Year 10 for a full year.
•English
•Religious Education
•Mathematics
•Science
These 4 courses will all be delivered within the guidelines of the Australian Curriculum and
Approved Curriculum (Religion).
Half Year Core Courses (Studied for one full semester by all students)
Students will study 2 additional compulsory ‘core’ courses in Year 10 (one per semester).
•History + Civics & Citizenship
•Health & Physical Education
These 2 additional core courses will also be delivered within the guidelines of the Australian
Curriculum.
Elective Courses
In 2022 the Year 10 Elective Course Program will be represented by 3 ‘full year’ and 24 ‘half
year’ courses. Students will have two possible selection pathway options for completing
their program of study within the diverse range of elective courses available to them.
•Selection Pathway A: 1 or 2 x full year (two semester) and the others semester courses
•Selection Pathway B: 6 x half year (one semester) courses
The ‘full year’ courses in Year 10 provide students with strong opportunities for comprehensive
preparation within subject areas. ‘Semester’ courses provide students with depth studies with
important preparation within subject areas. All courses are studied by students for four (4) hours
per fortnight.
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Year 10 Core Learning
Religious Education
Religious Education seeks to develop the religious literacy
of students in light of the Catholic Christian tradition, so
that they might participate critically and authentically in
contemporary culture. The subject is anchored in a vision
that is personal and public, re ective and active, nurturing
and transformative. Religious Education comprises two
complementary dimensions – teaching people to be
religious and teaching people about Religion. Through
engagement with both dimensions of Religious
Education, students are challenged to be authentic
witnesses to the mission of Jesus Christ in the world.
Teaching people about Religion focuses on utilising a range of learning processes
and resources that are designed to develop assessment capable learners. The
Religion Curriculum involves four interrelated strands: Sacred Texts, Beliefs,
Church, and Christian Life, all of which are integrated across a variety of topics:

-The Mystery of God
-World Religions – their core beliefs and practices
-The God of Hebrew and Christian Scriptures
-Christian Spiritual Writings
-Personal and communal prayer
All students will be taught from the Year 10 Religious Education curriculum to
prepare them for their studies in the Year 11 and 12 Religious Education subjects
on offer at the College.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: English | Humanities | Science |
Food Equity and Social Justice
Senior Pathway Links: Study of Religion | Religion and Ethics | Certi cate
IV Christian Ministry and Theology | Religion Meaning and Life (RML)
Career Development Links: Psychology | Teaching | Communications and
Media | Health | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts

fi
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English
By the end of Year 10, students evaluate
how text structures can be used in
innovative ways by different authors. They
explain how the choice of language
features, images and vocabulary
contributes to the development of
individual style.
They develop and justify their own interpretations of texts.
They evaluate other interpretations, analysing the evidence used to
support them. They listen for ways features within texts can be
manipulated to achieve particular effects.
Students show how the selection of language features can achieve precision and
stylistic effect. They explain different viewpoints, attitudes and perspectives through
the development of cohesive and logical arguments. They develop their own style by
experimenting with language features, stylistic devices, text structures and images.
Students create a wide range of texts to articulate complex ideas. They make
presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, building on
others' ideas, solving problems, justifying opinions and developing and expanding
arguments. They demonstrate understanding of grammar, vary vocabulary choices for
impact, and accurately use spelling and punctuation when creating and editing texts.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Religious Education | Humanities
| The Arts |
Senior Pathway Links: Essential English | English | Literature | Humanities
| Study of Religion | The Arts
Career Development Links: Author | Playwright | Communications and
Media | Psychology | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts
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Mathematics
Year 10 Mathematics allows students to
further develop essential mathematical
knowledge and skills. This learning is
twofold, providing students with
numeracy capability for personal, work
and community life while introducing
them to mathematical applications in
other specialised elds such as Science
and Technology. Year 10 Mathematics
will also provide extension
opportunities for those students taking senior
courses in Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematical Methods
and Specialist Mathematics.
The Australian Curriculum’s three content strands of Number and Algebra,
Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability will see students at
Good Samaritan Catholic College calculate compound interest, use trigonometry
in right triangles, engage with linear and non-linear relationships, further develop
algebraic ways of working, explore proof, calculate surface area and volume of
composite solids, compare data sets, evaluate statistical reports, calculate quartiles
and inter-quartile ranges and calculate probabilities for multi-step experiments.
Assessment instruments include written exams and problem-solving and modelling
tasks. These instruments allow students to evidence their learning against the Year
10 Mathematics Achievement Standard of the Australian Curriculum.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Science | Design and Technologies |
Economics/Business
Senior Pathway Links: Essential Mathematics, General Mathematics |
Mathematical Methods | Specialist Mathematics | Biology | Physics | Chemistry
Career Development Links: Data Analyst | Scientist | Actuary | Aerospace
Engineer | Agricultural Engineer | Automotive Engineer | Biomedical Engineer |
Civil Engineer | Electrical Engineer | Mechanical Engineer | Software Engineer |
Surveyor | Wildlife Ecologist | Conservation Biologist | Construction
Management | Optometry | Health Sciences and Medicine
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Science
Year 10 Science is essential learning for all students.
Students explore systems at different scales and
connect microscopic and macroscopic
properties to explain phenomena. They
explore the biological, chemical, geological
and physical evidence for different theories,
such as the theories of natural selection and the
Big Bang Theory.
Students develop their understanding of atomic theory to
understand relationships within the periodic table. They
understand that motion and forces are related by applying physical
laws. They learn about the relationships between aspects of the living,
physical and chemical world that are applied to systems on a local and global
scale and this enables them to predict how changes will affect equilibrium within
these systems.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Biology | Chemistry | Physics |
Marine Science | Mathematics
Senior Pathway Links: Biology | Chemistry | Physics | Marine Science |
Aquatic Practices
Career Development Links: Medicine | Aviation | Engineering | Research
and development | Environmental elds

fi
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History
The Year 10 History course focuses on the history of the modern
world from 1918 to the present, with an emphasis on
Australia in its global context.
This semester-long course will provide
students with a necessary context for
understanding Australia’s development, its
place within the Asia-Paci c region and its
global standing. The two depth studies that
students will focus on are ‘WWII (1939-45)’ and
‘Popular Culture (2945-Present)’.
During the Year 10 History course students will have the opportunity to further
develop their critical thinking skills through analysing different interpretations of
the past and considering the signi cance of historical events from a range of
perspectives. The course’s emphasis on developing students’ research skills, their
understanding of key historical concepts and the interpretation of historical
sources will provide students with skills and knowledge they will require for the
Ancient History and Modern History courses in Senior School.

Connection to Other Year 10 Courses: Geography | Religion| English
Pathways to Senior Subjects: Ancient History | Modern History | Geography
| Study of Religion
Career Development Links: Historian | Archaeology | Politician | Journalism
| Travel Industry | Teaching | Armed Forces | Film Writer

fi
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Health / PE
Health and Physical Education (HPE) involves
students learning in, about and through
physical activity. The theoretical units on
offer focus on mental health, wellbeing and
relationships and sexuality. Students will
access and apply health information from
credible sources to make positive lifestyle
decisions for themselves and the community. Students
will engage in a range of sports, including Basketball and
Athletics in order to develop skills and strategical awareness. The subject
also provides opportunities for students to re ne and consolidate personal and
social skills in demonstrating leadership, teamwork and collaboration.
Students will complete assessments including a research report, multimodal
presentation and portfolio to display their understanding of content covered. These
assessment pieces will give the students a brief insight into the assessment modes
required in Year 11 and 12 Physical Education.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Human Movement Studies |
Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation | Religious Education
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Health | Certi cate in Sport
and Recreation
Career Development Links: Physiotherapist | Exercise Physiologist | Allied
Health professional

fi
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Skills for Learning
Prior to making elective course selections, students and parents
are asked to re ect on the following list of ‘Skills for Successful
Learning’. Each of the elective courses described within this guide have
an identi ed set of skills that are desirable for success in that course of
study. Identify where your skillset strengths are and consider these when
making elective course choices for 2022.
Identifying Your Skillset
Skill for Learning

What does it ‘look’ like?
Having the capacity for con dent communication in written
and oral contexts
Being able to contribute positively and effectively within
team and group settings whilst showing both leadership and
role playing capabilities during opportunities for
collaboration with peers
An ability to identify the essential elements of challenging
situations that can be navigated through a planned and
methodical approach to overcoming those challenges
Possessing a motivated and enthusiastic approach towards
the formation of original ideas and the self-con dence to
`get involved’ in learning opportunities
Maintaining a consistently thorough and methodical
approach towards the planning and organization of
assignments and extended learning experiences
Being able to maintain personal organization and time
management demands as well as having the capacity to
follow instructions and persevere with extended independent
tasks without additional guidance
Being able to access and creatively apply a wide range of
technological tools associated with enhancing learning in a
range of contexts
Displaying a natural ability in creative and innovative
thinking and presentation style in a range of visual display
and presentation contexts.
Having the con dence and capacity to apply a welldeveloped understanding of language within a range of
different contexts and genres
Having the con dence and capacity to apply a welldeveloped understanding of numbers and mathematical
relationships within a range of different contexts

Communication
Teamwork

Problem-solving
Initiative & Enterprise
Planning & Organizing
Independence & Selfmanagement
Technology
Creative Design
Applied Literacy
Applied Numeracy

fi
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Making Wise Elective Choices
The ‘Wise Choice’ Checklist

! Choose courses that not only appeal to your interests but also compliment your
own personal skills and talents. Be honest with where your strengths & skillset
truly lie.

! Don’t select a course simply because you think it might be ‘popular’ or because
your friends have indicated they will be choosing it. It’s your study program and
your future.

! Make `wise’ decisions about your Year 10 program to set you up to succeed for
Senior. Choose courses that you are con dent you will have the ability to
succeed in.

! Choose a range of courses that complement each other, rather than selecting
courses that have no links or future pathway relationships to each other. Whilst you are
de nitely encouraged to explore your interests in Year 10 across a diverse set of
courses, the majority of your course bundle should be relevant to your future
pathway aspirations.

! Be aware of how your Year 10 course selections may impact on your Senior Study
pathway options. Seek the advice of your Pastoral Care teacher or Mr Lenane, Mrs
Willis, Mr Rattray, or Mr Elvy. If you have any questions about the future
implications and suitability of your selections then you should ask now.

Year 10 Elective Pathways
Students in Year 10 need to follow one of 2 possible elective pathway options.
Each option caters for different levels of certainty about future study intent.
For students who intend to study Chinese, HPE, or Certi cates in Hospitality
in senior school it is advised that you select the year-long course in Year 10 as
this will provide the best possible foundation for success in Year 11 and 12.

Pathway 1

Pathway 2

One or Two Full Year Courses
and the remainder Semester
Electives

All (6) Semester Electives

fi

fi

fi
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Year 10 Full Year Electives
Chinese
Students have prior experience of learning Chinese and
bring a range of capabilities, strategies and knowledge
that can be applied to new learning.
They analyse how messages are conveyed across
languages and apply their skills in mediating between
languages and cultures. Classroom discussions focus on
exploring and extending learners’ understanding of contexts
and audiences to enhance their personal communication skills.
Students access information and explore texts written in Chinese,
developing strategies to interpret meanings where not all characters are known.
Students interact with a range of known and unknown participants locally and
globally, engaging in discussions about issues of personal interest (for example,
relationships at home and school. They re ect on their understanding of and
responses to their experiences when communicating across cultures. Students
construct blogs to post online, correspond with others by text message and email,
and compose short texts on a range of issues for different audiences and purposes.
They use creative, expressive and persuasive language in advertisements and
posters relating to contemporary issues or events. They work collaboratively to
exchange information and ideas and to share their life experiences with other
Chinese speakers around the world.
This course is a prerequisite for Senior Chinese and will build knowledge,
understanding and skills necessary for success in senior course of study.
Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Economics & Business |
Hospitality | Legal studies
Senior Pathway Links: Senior Chinese
Career Development Links: International business | Tourism | Foreign
Affairs and Trade | Translation | | Journalism | Education

fl
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Human Movement Studies
Through studying Human Movement Studies (HMS) students develop an
understanding of the fundamental concepts and principles
underpinning their learning of movement
sequences and specialised movement skills.
Students investigate how they can enhance
movement across physical activities through
physical and mental training. Students integrate
theory topics of functional anatomy,
biomechanics, sports psychology, energy systems
and ethics in sport to develop a depth of
understanding of how athletic performance can be
in uenced and enhanced.
Human Movement Studies is a year long elective suited to students who are
interested in a pathway that leads to Senior Physical Education or Sport and
Recreation. The learning will provide a solid basis of knowledge which will be
further extended in the senior Physical Education course as well as provide
foundation knowledge for a variety of allied health and tness vocational education
quali cations.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Core HPE | Short Course Sport
and Recreation
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Health | Cert III in Fitness
Career Development Links: Exercise Physiologist | Physiotherapist | Coach
| PE Teacher | Allied Health | Journalist

fi
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Introduction to Hospitality
Introduction to Hospitality provides students
with the opportunity to undertake units of
competency contributing to the vocational
Certi cate II in Hospitality, offered in Year
11.
Students will develop a range of practical
food and beverage skills and explore a range
of methods of cookery and presentation
techniques. Students will develop an understanding of the
kitchen environment including knife skills, introduction to food technologies,
food hygiene and safe work practices.
Introduction to Hospitality units of competency that students will be working
towards include: prepare appetisers and salads, prepare and serve non-alcoholic
beverages, workplace health and safety foundations, espresso coffee service and
RSA.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards. In addition,
students will have the opportunity to demonstrate competency in units which will
be credited to a Certi cate II in Hospitality.
This subject is a pathway to Year 11 vocational Certi cate II in Hospitality and
Year 12 Certi cate III in Tourism.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Hospitality courses | Business
courses
Senior Pathway Links: Certi cate II and III Hospitality | Health | Cert III
in Tourism
Career Development Links: Chef | Nutritionist | Tourism | Business
Owner | Teacher | Event Planner
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Year 10 Semester Electives
Modern History
Topic 1: The American
Revolution
Topic 2: The Algerian War of
Independence
During the Year 10 course students
will engage with topics that they
have not encountered when
studying the Australian Curriculum
History course. This will broaden their horizons and
allow them to consider the development of the modern world
through a different lens. The rst topic for study is the American Revolution. A
pivotal point in history which will allow students to critically evaluate both primary
and secondary sources as well as multiple perspectives – Indigenous, European and
Colonial. The second topic, the Algerian War of Independence takes students to a
different part of the globe. But a place still in uenced by Empires from abroad
almost 200 years after the American Revolution. Through this topic students will
respond to multiple questions about the importance of culture and the concept of
nationalism.
The students will develop their historical skills through undertaking this course.
They will further their note-taking ability, critical evaluation of sources and
research skills. When researching students will be exposed to journal articles,
challenging them intellectually and furthering their capacity to access information
in higher level texts. This course will expose the students to two key assessment
instruments used in the QCAA Senior Modern and Ancient History syllabi. This
will give students an insight into some of the skills required to complete these tasks
successfully.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: English | Religious Education |
History
Senior Pathway Links: Modern History | English | Ancient History
Career Development Links: Historian | Teacher | Journalist | Novelist |
Librarian | Archaeologist

fl
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Geography
Geography is the study of people and
planet earth. Geography emphasises
the role of the environment in
supporting human life and the
important inter-relationships
between people and the environment.
This subject has an overall aim to ensure that
students develop as informed, responsible and active
citizens who can contribute to a sustainable world.
Geography is split into two key areas, Knowledge and
Understanding and Inquiry and Skills with equal focus on both throughout
the units. In Year 10 students will study Environmental Change and Management and
The Geographies of Human Wellbeing.
Geography in Year 10 serves as an introductory subject to the Senior General subject Geography. It supports other humanities subjects such as Modern History, Legal
Studies and Business.
Skills developed in Geography: observing and questioning; planning, collecting and
evaluating; processing, analysing, interpreting and concluding; communicating;
re ecting and responding.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Modern History | Science |
Business
Senior Pathway Links: Geography | Modern History | Business
Career Development Links: Geographical and environmental Sciences |
Urban Design | Education | Meteorology | Tourism | International relations

fl
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Introduction to Sport, Fitness & Recreation
Students who complete the Introduction to Sport, Fitness &
Recreation semester elective will undertake learning in the
topics of developing community tness programs,
coaching and instruction, Introduction to anatomy,
Introduction to healthy eating and complete their
provide CPR certi cate. The course is delivered in
partnership with Binnacle Training RTO.
The learning undertaken in the Introduction to Sport, Fitness and
Recreation meets the vocational competencies of three practical based,
foundational Sport and Fitness competencies listed below and include the
nationally recognised CPR competency.
SISSSCO001 Conduct sport coaching sessions with foundation level participants
BSBPEF302 Develop self-awareness
BSBTWK201 Work effectively with others
BSBPEF201 Support personal wellbeing in the workplace
HLTAID009 Provide cardiopulmonary resuscitation (nationally recognised)
Students who complete all requirements of the learning will achieve a nationally
recognised Statement of Attainment – 4 elective units of competency towards the
quali cation SIS30315 Certi cate III in Fitness. Students may also be eligible for a
maximum 2 QCE Credits.
(Please note that a maximum of 8 credits from the same training package can contribute to a QCE. Students that complete the
Short Course: Introduction to Sport, Fitness & Recreation and then go on to complete a Certi cate III in Sport and Recreation
(or Certi cate III in Fitness) will gain a maximum of 8 QCE credits.)

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: HPE | Human Movement Studies
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Certi cate III in Fitness | Sport
& Recreation
Career Development Links: Personal Trainer | Exercise Scientist |
Physiotherapist | Allied Health | Sport Development and Management | Coach

fi
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Food Equity and Social Justice
Students investigate global and local food
equity issues that places groups of people at
risk of food inequity. Students will explore
the impacts of industrialised food
production, and social, political, economic
and environmental factors impacting on
people’s access to food.
Students will examine the criterion that places groups at risk of food
inequity locally and globally. Students will understand the implications of
over and under-nutrition on an individual’s health and wellbeing throughout the
lifecycle.
Students will make ethical decisions about technologies, considering legal,
economic, environmental and social implications. Students will generate designed
solutions for preferred food equity futures through technological and production
processes to address authentic needs.
Students are introduced to food preparation and cookery techniques, safe work
practices and food safety and hygiene.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards for Design
and Technologies.
Food Equity and Social Justice is a food specialisation course within the Design and
Technologies Australian Curriculum.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Introduction to Hospitality |
Sustainable Food Futures | Religious Education | Business courses
Senior Pathway Links: Hospitality courses | Religion & Ethics | Health |
Business courses
Career Development Links: Nutrition | Health Industry | Trainer |
Political Lobbying| Chef | Business Owner
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Sustainable Food Futures
Students will investigate where food
comes from and how to make informed
healthier food choices.
Students will critically analyse many
factors related to food system
sustainability, including environmental
impacts, ethical treatment of animals,
consumerism, and industrialisation of
food systems.
Students will identify what food waste is on a local and global level and
explore different ways to cook using food that might otherwise be wasted. They are
introduced to food preparation and cookery techniques, safe work practices and
food safety and hygiene. Students will develop designed solutions for preferred food
sustainability futures through technological and production processes.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards for Design
and Technologies.
Sustainable Food Futures is a food specialisation course within the Design and
Technologies Australian Curriculum.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Introduction to Hospitality |
Sustainable Food Futures | Religious Education | Business courses
Senior Pathway Links: Hospitality courses | Religion & Ethics | Health |
Business courses
Career Development Links: Nutrition | Health Industry | Trainer |
Political Lobbying| Chef | Business Owner
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Introduction to Legal Studies
The introduction to legal studies elective course in
Year 10, is a Humanities and Social Science
based course designed under the Civics and
Citizenship learning area within the
Australian Curriculum.
The Year 10 curriculum develops student
understanding of Australia’s system of
government through comparison with another
system of government in the Asian region. Students
examine Australia’s roles and responsibilities within the
international context, such as its involvement with the United
Nations in upholding basic human rights.
Students also study the purpose and work of the High Court. They investigate the
values and practices that enable a democratic society to be sustained. The focus for
this elective unit will be on the area of laws and citizens which examines Australia’s
legal system, the creation of laws and the rights and legal obligations of Australian
citizens.
This course is a prerequisite for Year 11 Legal Studies and will build knowledge,
understanding and skills necessary for success in this senior course of study.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Business Management | Financial
Business | Modern History
Senior Pathway Links: Legal Studies | Business Management | Accounting |
Modern History |
Career Development Links: Solicitor | Barrister | Accountant | Paralegal |
Law Clerk | Legal Secretary | Foreign Affairs and Trade | Diplomat | Court
Reporter | Journalism

20

Literature
In this course, students develop analytical and
critical knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of a choice of literary texts.
They have opportuni.es to appreciate and
express views about the aesthetic and
imaginative aspects of a text by composing
creative and critical texts of their own. Students
engage with a variety of novels and texts and learn the skills
of understanding them at deeper levels.
Students will engage in a creative writing advanced course where they develop skills
and competencies that will lead them to success in English and creative pursuits.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Religious Education | Humanities
| The Arts
Senior Pathway Links: Essential English | General English | Literature |
Humanities | Study of Religion | The Arts
Career Development Links: Author | Playwright | Communications and
Media | Psychology | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts
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Physics
The Physics elective focuses on developing skills
required for the Year 11 & 12 Physics course.
Topics include explaining how energy transfers
and transformations occur within systems and
predicting the motion of objects using the laws
of physics.
Speci c attention is given to the development of
science inquiry skills. In addition to learning how to use
common scienti c apparatus, students are required to gather,
represent and analyse numerical data to identify the evidence that forms
the basis of scienti c arguments, claims or conclusions. In gathering and recording
numerical data, students are required to make measurements using appropriate
units to an appropriate degree of accuracy.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Core Science | Chemistry |
Mathematical Methods
Senior Pathway Links: Physics | Chemistry | Mathematical Methods |
Specialist Mathematics
Career Development Links: Astronomy | Aerospace | Teaching |
Engineering | Research and development | Inventor | Medical physicist |
Material development
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Biology
The Biology elective focuses on developing
skills required for the Year 11 & 12 Biology
course. The topics of study are centred
around forming an understanding of DNA
and its inheritable characteristics, and how
the theory of evolution by natural selection
explains the diversity of living things.
Speci c attention is given to the
development of science inquiry skills. In
addition to learning how to use common scienti c
apparatus, students are required to gather, represent and analyse numerical
data to identify the evidence that forms the basis of scienti c arguments, claims or
conclusions. In gathering and recording numerical data, students are required to
make measurements using appropriate units to an appropriate degree of accuracy.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Core Science | Marine Science |
Chemistry | Physics
Senior Pathway Links: Biology | Marine Science courses
Career Development Links: Medical elds | Dentistry | Teaching |
Environmental Sciences | Research | Veterinary and Animal Sciences

fi
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Chemistry
The Chemistry elective focuses on developing
skills required for the Year 11 & 12 Chemistry
course. Topics include understanding the atomic
structure and how the properties of elements are
used to organise them within the Periodic Table.
Students explore different types of chemical
reactions, their reaction rates and learn how they are
produce a range of products.

used to

Speci c attention is given to the development of science inquiry skills. In addition
to learning how to use common scienti c apparatus, students are required to
gather, represent and analyse numerical data to identify the evidence that forms the
basis of scienti c arguments, claims or conclusions. In gathering and recording
numerical data, students are required to make measurements using appropriate
units to an appropriate degree of accuracy.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Core Science | Marine Science|
Biology | Physics
Senior Pathway Links: Biology | Marine Science| Physics
Career Development Links: Medical elds | Pharmacy | Forensics |
Analytical/Industrial chemist | Environmental Sciences | Research and
Development | Animal Sciences | Inventor | Engineering

fi
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Economics and Business: Finance
In the Finance course, students will take a logical
numerical approach to generate alternative
responses that businesses use to respond to
changing economic conditions and
improve productivity.
This elective focuses on modelling of business and
consumer responses to maximise the use of limited
resources to satisfy societal needs and wants.
Students give explanations for variations in economic performance and standards
of living within and between economies.
Students examine nancial information and its impact upon the way people do
business, and their ability to produce high-quality and professional outcomes.
Students will record, report and interpret nancial information in personal,
business and social contexts.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Business | Mathematics | Legal
Studies | Technologies courses
Senior Pathway Links: Accounting | Economics | Business

fi
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Career Development Links: International Business | Tourism | Foreign
Affairs and Trade | Journalism | Accountancy | Business Management |
Economist | Politician | Business Owner | Stock Broker | Commercial Law

Business Management

25
In the Business Management
course, students examine factors to
develop an awareness of the
complexity of the business environment. They
develop an understanding of the basics of
Operations, Marketing, Finance and Human
Resources which in uence major consumer and
nancial decisions.

While studying this course, students will examine four
key inquiry questions to form a basis of their
understanding of the business landscape:
•
•
•
•

How is the performance of an economy measured?
Why do variations in economic performance in different economies exist?
What strategies do governments use to manage economic performance?
How do governments, businesses and individuals respond to changing
economic conditions?

Students will research a cost-bene t analysis and appropriate criteria to propose
and justify a course of action. Within the study of Business Management students
will also investigate the characteristics of an entrepreneur, develop, and implement
an operational sequence for a chosen venture, pricing strategies, SWOT analysis
and product development.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Business | Legal | Geography
Senior Pathway Links: Business | Accounting | Economics | Tourism

fi

Career Development Links: International Business | Tourism | Foreign
Affairs and Trade | Translation | Journalism | Education

fl
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Economics and Business:

Dance
26

Through dance, students
represent, question and celebrate
human experience, using the body as the
instrument and movement as the medium for
personal, social, emotional, spiritual and
physical communication. Like all art forms,
dance has the capacity to engage, inspire and
enrich all students, exciting the imagination and
encouraging students to reach their creative and expressive
potential.
In this course, students use the elements of dance to explore choreography and
performance and to practise choreographic, technical and expressive skills in
Musical Theatre, Hip Hop, Cultural and Contemporary dance styles. They
respond to their own and others’ dances using physical and verbal communication
and develop creative solutions to problems. Students perform and choreograph
works for public performance at College events, providing industry and real life
experience.
Active participation as dancers, choreographers and audiences promotes students’
wellbeing and social inclusion. Learning in and through dance enhances students’
knowledge and understanding of diverse cultures and contexts and develops their
personal, social and cultural identity.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Drama | Music | Media | Visual
Art | English
Senior Pathway Links: Dance | Certi cate III Dance | Drama |
Film, Television and New Media
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Career Development Links: Dancer | Choreographer (Film, Television or
Stage) | Performing Arts technician | Artistic director | Stage manager | School
Teacher | Dance Studio owner | Dance therapist | Journalist- Arts writer |
Events manager

Drama
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Drama is the expression and
cultural and social worlds through
and situation that engages, entertains
and challenges. Students create
meaning as drama makers, performers
and audiences as they enjoy and
analyse their own and others’ stories
and points of view. Like all art forms,
drama has the capacity to engage,
inspire and enrich all students, excite the
imagination and encourage students to
reach their creative and expressive

exploration of personal,
role

potential.

In this course, students actively use body, gesture, movement, voice and language,
taking on roles to explore and depict real and imagined worlds. Through the study
of ritual drama, mask, physical theatre and soap opera, they create, rehearse,
perform and respond using the elements and conventions of drama and emerging
and existing technologies available to them.
Students learn to think, move, speak and act with con dence. In making and
staging drama they learn how to be focused, innovative and resourceful, and
collaborate and take on responsibilities for drama presentations and public College
performances.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Media | Dance | Visual Art |
English
Senior Pathway Links: Drama | Film Television and New Media | Dance |
English
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Career Development Links: Actor| Director (Film, Television, Radio or
Stage)| Performing Arts technician | Stage manager | Teacher| Presenter (Radio,
Television) | Events manager |Social worker |Counsellor

Media Arts
Media
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arts involves creating
representations of the world and
telling stories through communications technologies
such as television, lm, video, newspapers, radio,
video games, the internet and mobile media.
Media arts connects audiences, purposes and
ideas, exploring concepts and viewpoints through
the creative use of materials and technologies.

This course is designed as an introductory study to senior Film,
Television and New Media and will enable students to create and
communicate representations of diverse worlds and investigate the impact and
in uence of media artworks on those worlds, individually and collaboratively. As an
art form evolving in the twenty- rst century, media arts enables students to use
existing and emerging technologies as they explore imagery, text and sound and
create meaning as they participate in, experiment with and interpret diverse
cultures and communications practices.
Students learn to be critically aware of ways that the media are culturally used and
negotiated, and are dynamic and central to the way they make sense of the world
and of themselves. They learn to interpret, analyse and develop media practices
through their media arts making experiences. They are inspired to imagine,
collaborate and take on responsibilities in planning, designing and producing media
artworks.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: English | Visual Art | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Film, Television and New Media | English |
Information Technology | Drama

fi
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Career Development Links: Film Production | Advertising | Animation |
Game Development | Creative Writing

Visual Arts
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Visual Art provides students with
opportunities to understand and
appreciate the role of visual art in past and present
traditions and cultures. They will be presented with a number
of opportunities to experiment with both traditional and nontraditional media and techniques including acrylic and watercolour paint,
charcoal and drawing media, photography and digital images, clay,
printmaking and recycled materials.
Students will develop skills within the two interrelated strands of ‘Making’ and
‘Responding’. through constructing knowledge and communicating original ideas
by working as both artist and audience.
The major practical focus of this unit is development of artistic and visual literacy
skills through the creation of two major artworks. Through this, students will have
the opportunity to explore, challenge and represent their own ideas and draw
meaning from the broader context and history of the Visual Arts. Each project is a
term in duration, and students will have the opportunity to exhibit their work in the
annual Good Samaritan Arts Festival ‘Pulse’.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Media | Industrial Design | Drama
| Dance
Senior Pathway Links: Film, Television and New Media | Industrial Design |
Visual Arts | Visual Arts in Practice
Career Development Links: Artist | Designer | Craftsperson | Graphic
Designer | Architect

Music
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Music

motor, social
students.

has the capacity to engage,
inspire and enrich all students,
exciting the imagination and
encouraging students to reach
their creative and expressive
potential. Skills and techniques
developed through participation in
music learning allow students to
manipulate, express and share sound
as listeners, composers and
performers. Music learning has a
signi cant impact on the cognitive,
and personal competencies of

Music plays an important and persuasive part in students’ lives. We all have
individual and shared experiences of music everyday: actively listening (attending
concerts and church, buying music, turning on the radio), performing (learning an
instrument, playing in a band, singing in a group) or composing (writing songs).
Music can be found in every day life and plays a role in celebratory, social,
religious, cultural, political and educational situations. The music education
experience is vital to improving the well being and holistic development of students
and a study of music assists in understanding and heightening the enjoyment of the
arts in their lives and the music heritage of a range of cultures.
Join music and learn how to write and play your own songs, explore different music
styles and make music with your friends. While extending your practical skills, this
subject will introduce you to the way that music has been used and enjoyed by
people from different cultures.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Dance | Drama | English |
Technology | History
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Senior Pathway Links: Music in Practice | Conservatory Extension Program

Career Development Links: Musician | Teacher | Music Industry Technician
| Music Performance

Design Technologies:
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Industry Skills

In Design and Technologies:
Industry Skills students will engage in the
design process to generate, develop and
evaluate ideas and design, produce and
evaluate products, services and
environments in home, community and
global settings. Students are employed in making ethical decisions about
technologies, considering legal, economic, environmental and social implications.
They realise solutions by working technologically, using technologies processes and
production involving their hands, tools, equipment and digital technologies, using
natural and fabricated materials.
Study in Design Technology: Industry Skills will engage students in learning critical
skills that will assist them when undertaking a trade pathway. They will learn to
read working drawings and create practical projects these.

Connections to other Year 10 Courses: Practical Design | Graphics | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering Skills | Design
| Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations | Industrial
Design | Architecture | Engineering

Design and Technologies:

Graphics
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In Design and Technologies:
Graphics students will engage in
the design process to generate, develop
and evaluate ideas and design, produce
and evaluate products, services and
environments in home, community and
global settings. Students are employed in
making ethical decisions about
technologies, considering legal,
economic, environmental and social
implications. They realise solutions by working
technologically, using technologies processes and production involving their hands,
tools, equipment and digital technologies, using natural and fabricated materials.
Studying Graphics engages students in using a variety of industry standard
programs including Autodesk Inventor & Autodesk Revit to design and create
projects in a range of contexts such as Industrial Design and Build Environment.

Connections to other Year 10 Courses: Practical Design | Graphics | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering | Design |
Visual Art | Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations | Industrial
Design | Architecture | Engineering

Design and Technologies:
Practical Design
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In Design and Technologies: Practical
Design students will engage in the design
process to generate, develop and evaluate
ideas and design, produce and evaluate
products, services and environments in
home, community and global settings.
Students are employed in making ethical
decisions about technologies, considering legal, economic, environmental
and social implications. They realise solutions by working technologically, using
technologies processes and production involving their hands, tools, equipment and
digital technologies, using natural and fabricated materials.
Study in Practical Design, will engage students in learning about design thinking
and processes. This is a practical subject where students will learn how to use a
variety of hand tools and woodworking machinery. The students will design a
solution to a challenge that they will then manufacture.

Connections to other Year 10 Courses: Industry Skills | Graphics | Design |
Visual Art
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering, Design |
Visual Art | Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations, Industrial
Design, Architecture, Engineering

Design
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Technologies have been an
integral part of society for as long as
humans have had the desire to create
solutions to improve their own and others’
quality of life. Technologies have an impact
on people and societies by transforming,
restoring and sustaining the world in which
we live.
Australia needs enterprising and
innovative individuals with the ability to make discerning
decisions concerning the development, use and impact of technologies. When
developing technologies, these individuals need to be able to work independently
and collaboratively to solve complex, open-ended problems.
The Design subject focuses on the application of design thinking to envisage
creative products, services and environments in response to human needs, wants
and opportunities. Designing is a complex and sophisticated form of problemsolving that uses divergent and convergent thinking strategies that can be practised
and improved. Designers are separated from the constraints of production
processes to allow them to appreciate and exploit innovative ideas.

Connections to other Year 10 Courses: Visual Art | Graphics |
Product Design
Senior Pathway Links: Design | Visual Art | Engineering| Industrial Graphics
Career Development Links: Industrial Design | Architecture | Engineering

Advanced Mathematics
“Mathematics is a unique and
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powerful intellectual discipline that
is used to investigate patterns, order,
generality and uncertainty. It is a way of
thinking in which problems are explored
and solved through observation,
re ection and logical reasoning. It uses a
concise system of communication, with
written, symbolic, spoken and visual
components. Mathematics is creative,
requires initiative and promotes curiosity in an increasingly complex and
data-driven world. It is the foundation of all quantitative disciplines.”
(taken from the rationale of the senior Mathematical Methods syllabus)
Advanced Mathematics is a one-semester elective offered to supplement the
learning delivered in the core Year 10 Mathematics course. Its aim is to enhance
students’ mathematical knowledge and foundational skills in preparation for senior
studies in Science, in particular Chemistry and Physics, and Mathematical Methods
and Specialist Mathematics.
Students will engage in learning from the 10A Mathematics Australian
Curriculum. The focus of this learning will include topics such as operating with
surds and logarithms, solving quadratic, exponential and trigonometric equations,
sketching a variety of functions, proving circle theorems, establishing the sine,
cosine and area rules for triangles, and interpreting mean and standard deviation to
compare data sets. Throughout the course, emphasis will be placed on the process
of mathematical modelling and, established methods to communicate
mathematical reasoning and justi cation.

Connections to Other Year 10 Courses: Science | Economics & Business
Senior Pathway Links: Mathematical Methods | Specialist Mathematics |
Biology | Physics | Chemistry
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Career Development Links: Data Analyst | Scientist | Actuary | Aerospace
Engineer | Agricultural Engineer | Automotive Engineer | Biomedical Engineer |

Civil Engineer | Electrical Engineer | Mechanical Engineer | Software Engineer |
Surveyor | Wildlife Ecologist | Conservation Biologist | Construction
Management | Optometry | Health Sciences and Medicine
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My Draft Preferences for Electives
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Courses I am interested in…

Questions I have…

